DIY Jewellery - make it an a minute ...
....or 2!
Hair or bag charms or amulets
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Take 3 strands of differently coloured thread & knot them together, leaving
a little tail at the end.
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Take a small piece of masking tape and tape the knotted end onto the
table. Then pull the 3 threads tight, keeping them separate.
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Start to do a 3-strand plait - move the right thread over the centre one; then the
left one over the centre.
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Keep repeating this pattern, right strand over centre, then left strand over centre, until your plaited threads are about 10cm long.
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Knot the end of your plait to stop it coming
undone.
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Carefully snip off the ends of thread below the
last beads, leaving a short tail.

PS
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Separate the 3 thread-ends, and thread beads onto them. Tie each bead onto the thread, leaving a small space
between them. On my example, I put 3 beads on each strand, choosing different sizes and colours of bead for
variety. Repeat this for all 3 strands.
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Tie your charm onto a
hair band, OR ...
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...tie it onto a bag for a personalised look.

This charm is just made up of one 3-strand plait. If you enjoyed making it, you could experiment
by making 3 or 4 and knotting them together to make a really jangly piece! Try threading
different things onto the ends - like shells - for a different look.

Waxed cotton thread ‘chain’ necklace (inspired by jeweller Sarah Keay)
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Cut off the excess thread, leaving a short tail after the knot; then slide your
‘beaded circle’ off the tube. That’s the start of your piece of jewellery.

Take about 15cm of cotton thread (I’ve used waxed cotton because it’s
easier to thread beads onto!) and thread a bead onto it. Use a narrow tube
like a glue stick to wrap the thread round and tie in a double knot.
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Take another length of thread (same size approx as first piece) and thread it through your original loop. Thread a bead onto it, wrap it round the tube and
double knot it. Trim off the thread ends as before, leaving short tails after the knot, and slip it off the tube. And that’s your second necklace ‘link’!
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Keep repeating the same process until your necklace is as long as you want it (remember, it has to be wide enough to fit over your head).
Use different sizes and colours of beads if you like.
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When your chain is long
enough, loop the last
piece of thread through
both your last link and
your first one, to join up
the necklace. Tie them
round the tube as before
and double knot the ends.
Trim them.
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You can either wear it as a
necklace, or wrap it several times round your wrist.

PS

This necklace/bracelet is just made by linking single loops of thread together. You
could make it more complicated by looping through 2 or 3 pieces of thread per link that would use the same process, but would have to be repeated more often!

